
Fiat Multipla: Changing a ‘door check’ (eper) strap, or, in FIAT CD speak, ‘door limiter’

The door check strap or limiter holds a door open at any one of three fixed positions and prevents it being 
opened too far.
They are robust but do get a lot of use.  Despite this their lubrication is often neglected and the swivel 
next to the door pillar and the mechanism interior to the door both wear and may fail.  Both edges of the 
scalloped arm need greasing as it passes between tight rollers.  The first obvious sign of neglect shows at 
the swivel on the door pillar with significant sideways motion caused by wear.

When the internal mechanism is not lubricated there will be unpleasant metalagonic noises and when 
failure occurs the door may swing wider than intended and lead to impact between the door and the front 
wing.

Changing a door check strap is very easy.
It is fitted using three bolts, one on the door pillar and the other two clamping the strap to its seat just 
inside the door under a rubber draught and dirt cover (Figs 1a and 1b).  You have to replace it from inside 
the door with the window raised. 

Fig 1a Fig 1b Fig 1c

Start by removing the speaker grille with a flat head screw driver, noting the orientation of the grid (Fig 
2a).  Remove the four phillips screws on the speaker (Fig 2b), noting where the plastic locating dowel fits 
(it is at the bottom of Fig 2b) before removing the speaker. Disconnect the speaker cable and store the 
speaker safely.

Fig 2a Fig 2b

Open the door wide.
Undo the single Torx 40 or 5mm allen bolt holding the pivot of the door check strap to the door pillar 
(Fig 1a).  I have seen some models where this is a standard 13mm bolt.  Remove the rubber seal (Fig 1b). 
The door is now free to swing.  It will be obvious if the mechanism has failed internally as the protruding 
arm will possibly rotate and move in and out freely!  

Next undo the two 10mm bolts holding the mechanism to the door (Fig 1c).  I preferred to use a 10mm 
socket and universal joint though a ring spanner can be used.  Note that unless you take steps to avoid it 
(and even when you do)  the bolts will fall inside the bowels of the door and you will find it very hard to 
relocate them as they usually sit out of sight on the harness or get stuck between the side of the door and 
the downwards extension of the check strap’s seat (Fig 3c) or on the side impact beam.  You want to 
avoid having to remove the door trim.  If you don’t heed this warning you may find a Poundland 
telescopic magnet entered through the check strap opening will be needed to recover it and any possibly 



previous losses.  If this fails you may have to remove the door trim (as described in article ‘Fiat Multipla: 
Replacing a door’).
I would recommend cotton wool stuffed in the hole below the screws and/or a strip of bent cardboard, but 
in addition a blob of bluetack in the 10mm socket (Figs 3a and 3b).

Fig 3a Fig 3b Fig 3c

You should then be able to pass your hand through the speaker hole to catch the old check strap and offer 
up the well greased replacement (Fig 4c).  

Fig 4a Fig 4b Fig 4c

Remember you never want to see the check strap again!  If you don’t like being covered, and covering 
everything else, in grease hold it inside a poly bag and use one of those diesel gloves you purloined from 
Sainsburys garage (there are other supermarkets). 
Tighten but don’t over-tighten the bolts.  (The two on the door are 8-12Nm and the Torx bolt is 22-
27Nm.)
Sourcing a replacement door check strap
Breakers
As a keen recycler my first port of call is usually a local breakers yard.  The straps on the front and rear 
side doors are different.  eper lists different part numbers for the left and right doors (see table below) but 
I have been told that they can be interchanged.  Bear in mind that the driver’s side will have had more use 
than the passenger’s side. If you get one from a breakers make sure the door is open wide as it is very 
hard to open the check strap if it is partly closed.  For the same reason, when fitting don’t allow the door 
to shut until the strap is bolted to the door pillar. 
Check for free play at the swivel.  If OK undo the Torx 40 bolt.  If the arm of the check strap is loose just 
look for a strap on the other door, or on another Multipla.
Ebay
The only ebay seller who currently (as of 17:08:2011) lists Multipla door check straps is carys1101, 
priced at £21.30 + £3.50 p&p (both front and rear).  Do an advanced ebay search for that dealer.
Shop4parts
Not stocked
Fiat Stealer
eper Part Nos Fiat Dealer 

Part Nos
Price

DS =OS front 46835128  (Substituted for 46510626) 46435126 £28.26 + VAT
SN =NS front 46835129  (Substituted for 46510667) “ “
DS =OS rear 46843510  (Substituted for 46737455) 46846688 £18.33 + VAT
SN =NS  rear 46843511  (Substituted for 46737458) “ “
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